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ABSTRACT
Non ribosomal cyclic peptides have long been used as e�ective
antibiotics in drug industry. Reconstruction of these peptide se-
quences extracted from natural elements remain a challenge till
today. Introduction of mass spectrometry in this regard created
scope for computer scientists to develop e�cient algorithms to
interpret a mass spectrum into a peptide sequence. Mass spectrum
have a well known limitation of missing peaks which misleads
the de novo sequencing process of cyclic peptides. In this paper,
we present CycloAnt, a computational method that can reproduce
correct cyclic amino acid sequence from distorted mass spectrum
in an e�cient way. We have used hybrid ants those construct the
solution �rst and then try to improve quality of the solution using
subsequent local search. We proposed a set of novel scoring func-
tions which emphasize on the presence of sub-sequences of amino
acids rather than approving equal contribution of all partial mass
and precursor mass present in the spectrum. Moreover, we pro-
posed a novel set of operators for the local search and re�nement.
Experiments show the e�ectiveness of our method on a standard
set of benchmark and improvement over other methods.
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1 INTRODUCTION
It was in 1939 when René J. Dubos [11] made an extra ordinary
discovery by �nding out that Tyrothricin collected from the soil
microbe Bacillus brevis has the ability to stop the growth of Strep-
tococcus pneumoniae and thus started the mass use of antibiotics.
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During World War II, Soviet hospitals utilized this antibiotic suc-
cessfully. However, it was not until 1960’s when Edward Tatum
and Fritz Lipmann’s discovery found that synthesis of all antibiotic
peptides do not follow the usual genetic pathway via protein trans-
lation. �ese peptides are called non-ribosomal peptides (NRP).
NRP cyclic peptides are widely used in Pharmaceutical industry to
produce antibiotic, anti-fungal, anti-asthma, anti-cancer, anti-viral
medicines [23]. Other than that, NRPs also have potentials to be
utilized in crop protection, food industry and as bio-surfactants for
environment restoration purpose [20].

In spite of having such important applications, �nding amino
acid sequences of cyclic antibiotic peptides is a di�cult task even
today. Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) and mass spectrome-
try (MS) are the two dominant methods used to sequence cyclic
peptides. NMR methods are o�en time-consuming, error prone,
and requires milligrams (large amount) of highly puri�ed samples,
which is almost impossible to collect from natural resources [23].
On the other hand, mass spectrometry is able to progress with
minimal amount of materials and allows a certain range of impurity
in the sample. Considering above situation, introduction of mass
spectrometry to sequence peptide in 1990s was a breakthrough
[29]. Cyclic (or linear) peptides are sha�ered into pieces into mass
spectrometer and a spectrum of mass is produced. �e basic job
of peptide sequencing is - translate this spectrum into a sequence.
One way of translation can be, looking for matching sequences into
database, which is termed as peptide identi�cation problem [2]. �e
other way is, doing everything from scratch, de novo sequencing
problem. In de novo sequencing of cyclic NRP, we are only le�
with the spectrum since there are no such matches found in the
database. Moreover, the spectrum of mass is ionized and sometimes
erroneous due to missing and false peaks.

A number of computational approaches have been applied to
solve the cyclic peptide sequencing problem. �ese include branch
and bound algorithms [17], probabilistic models [14], dynamic
programming [6, 19] etc. Ant Colony Algorithms have also been
used recently to solve the cyclic peptide sequencing problem [16].
Most of these algorithms have some limitations. Firstly, they o�en
deal only with a small set of amino-acid alphabet consisting of
20 amino-acids. Secondly, they perform poorly with erroneous
spectrum, which is a common scenario in mass spectrometry. And
thirdly these methods are not o�en scalable and do not perform
well for larger sequences.

In this paper, we propose CycloAnt, a novel de novo approach
to �nd the amino acid sequence of cyclic peptides from noisy MS
spectrum data. CycloAnt is a hybrid algorithm that uses ants to
construct cyclic peptide sequences from pheromone trail and sub-
sequent local search to improve the quality of the solutions. We
have proposed a set of novel scoring scheme or heuristic to guide
the search in both phases of the algorithm. We have also proposed
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a novel set of operators for the local search phase. CycloAnt is
capable of handling distorted spectrum with missing peaks, can
handle a large amino-acid alphabet ranging from 57 to 200 and
also work for relatively large sequences. Experimental results have
shown that CycloAnt signi�cantly improves over other state-of-the-
art algorithms used in the literature. �e algorithm was tested on
standard benchmark peptides and synthetically prepared spectrum
data.

Rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the
problem model; Section 4 describes the basic ACO algorithm; Sec-
tion 3 narrates the related work in the literature; Section 5 presents
our proposed algorithm; the experimental results and discussion
are given in Section 6 and the paper concludes in Section 7 with a
summary and indication of possible future work.

2 CYCLIC PEPTIDE SEQUENCING PROBLEM
A protein or peptide is a polymer or chain of amino-acid monomers
connected by peptide bonds. �e peptide bond starts with a nitrogen
(N) and ends with a carbon (C). �e standard set of alphabets of
genetic amino-acids is limited to 20. On the other hand, antibiotic
peptides are built with extended alphabet set consisting more than
hundreds of amino-acids. Let, Σ={a0, a1, · · · , a |Σ | } be the set of
amino acids, each with molecular massesm(ai ) ranging frommlow
to mhiдh . A cyclic (linear) peptide P=p1, p2, · · · , pn is a circular
(linear) string of symbols drawn from the alphabet of amino-acids
Σ. �e length of the peptide P is n. In case of a circular peptide, a
peptide bond connects the nth amino acid pn with the �rst one p1.
All the symbols pi ∈ P is drawn from the alphabet, i.e., pi ∈ Σ. �e
sum of the mass of all the amino-acids in a peptide P is called the
parent mass, denoted bym(P ). Formally,

m(P ) =
n∑
i=1

m(pi )

A partial N-terminal peptide of an original peptide P is denoted by
Pi = p1,p2, · · · ,pi of mass,m(Pi ). Formally,

m(Pi ) =
i∑
j=1

m(pj )

Similarly, a partial C-terminal peptide of an original peptide P is
denoted by P−i = pi+1,pi+2, · · · ,pn of mass,m(P−i ).

m(P−i ) =m(P ) −m(Pi ) =
n∑

j=i+1
m(pj )

A mass spectrometer breaks a peptide P at di�erent peptide bonds
that results into partial N-terminal and C-terminal peptides. For
example, the peptide NQELV may be broken into N-terminal pep-
tides N, NQ, NQE, NQEL and C-terminal peptides QELV, ELV, LV,
V. However, this breaking into small peptides may result into frag-
ments of lower masses called ions (water, amonia). We denote the
set of ions as ∆ = {δ1, δ2, · · · , δk }. For tandem mass spectrometry,
the theoretical spectrum ∆(P )={d1, d2, · · · , dr } of a peptide P can
be calculated by subtracting the masses of all possible ion types
from the masses of all possible partial peptides of P . In this paper,
we considered a model with an empty set of ions, i.e., |∆|=0.

Hence, the theoretical spectrum is a set containing the mass of
all possible partial peptides. Formally,

∆(P ) = {d : d =m(Pi )} ∪ {d : d =m(P−i )},1 ≤ i ≤ n

An experimental spectrum, S (P ) = s1,s2, · · · ,sq is a set of masses
obtained in a tandem mass spectrometry experiment. �e di�erence
between theoretical and experimental spectrum of a peptide is that
the experimental spectrum contains some fragmented small ion
masses and chemical noise that includes missing masses of partial
peptides and false masses. �e score of a cyclic peptide P for a given
experimental spectrum S (P ) is de�ned as the number of masses
in S (P ) are equal to the masses in the theoretical spectrum ∆(P ).
Formally,

score (P ,S (P )) =

|S (P ) |∑
k=1

match(sk ,P ) (1)

Here,match(s,P ) is a binary function de�ned as follows:

match(s,P ) =



1, if s ∈ ∆(P )
0, else

(2)

Here, one of the di�culties is that the length of the peptide P might
not be known. Let’s assume the length is n. We will represent
the peptide by the masses of the amino-acids. We denote this
by P = {m1,m2, · · · ,mn } such thatmi =m(pi ). Now the problem
becomes to construct a set of variablesP. Here, each variablemi has
a domain, [mlow ,mhiдh]. In this paper, we are considering all the
amino-acid masses from 57 to 200. �erefore,mlow = 57,mhiдh =

200.
Given the experimental spectrum S (P ), the task in de novo cyclic

peptide sequencing is to �nd the peptide P that has maximum match
or score to the experimental spectrum S (P ) de�ned in Equation 1.

3 RELATEDWORK
Noiseless cyclic peptide sequence problem is equivalent to solving
the beltway problem of mathematics [13]. Several variants of this
problem is proved to be NP-Complete [27]. However, addition of
noise makes the problem harder [31]. �e linear equivalent of this
problem is known as turnpike problem or the partial digest problem
[9, 28]. Noisy version of this problem is NP-hard [8].

A large variety of algorithms have been applied to solve the de
novo cyclic peptide sequencing problem [2]. As the length of a
peptide grows, number of candidate peptides grows exponentially.
�erefore the main focus of researches in this area has always been
on the techniques where this growth rate can be curtailed and cor-
rect peptides are found. Branch and bound algorithm [3] has been
long used in this regard with limitations of not working correctly
for longer peptides and deviated spectrum. Mohimani et al. [22]
experimented with multi stage mass spectrometry to gather more
data about peptide fragments. �ey had gathered MS3,MS4 data
in this purpose. �e result of those experiments shows that the
method was not tested for peptides over length 10 and also, algo-
rithms had mistaken amino acid’s position in few cases, returned
wrong masses for Etamycin group. Ng et al. [23] employed spec-
tral alignment algorithms a�er MS, which was further researched
by [21] by implementing spectral network. Both of those papers
limited their experiments on peptides, whose number of amino
acids were within the range of 10. Furthermore, Ng et al. [23] had
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reported of returning erroneous masses in few cases. Some of the
work in literature [21] requires spectra of multiple related peptides.
Fomin et al. [13] have addressed the challenge from a mathematical
point of view. He reconstructed the problem as building a sequence
of �nite set of positive numbers from a �nite set of circular partial
sums of those positive numbers. He had built an e�cient algorithm
which can handle peptides of length 160 elements on real time spec-
trums. �e only limitation of the whole concept was, the algorithm
is based on the �nite set of numbers of standard 20 amino acids.

Among other methods in literature are probabilistic models [14],
dynamic programming [6], hidden markov models [12] etc. A
recent work has proposed solutions for branched peptides [24]. Ant
Colony Algorithms are also used recently to solve the cyclic peptide
sequencing problem [16]. However, most of these algorithms are
applicable only to smaller peptide sequences; o�en deal with only
a small size of amino-acid alphabet and fail to address the chemical
noise in the experiments. Our motivation is to overcome these
di�culties and propose a novel and robust method.

4 ANT COLONY OPTIMIZATION
Ant colony optimization is a metaheuristic [10] inspired from ants
in nature where ant’s food searching skill to build a shortest path
between nest and food source is used as an optimization technique.
Ant colony provides a general algorithmic framework which can
guide a search problem to converge in a promising region of search
space where high quality solutions exist. In this method, a colony
of arti�cial ants is used. Each of these ants creates di�erent path
from source to destination and indirectly cooperate with each other
by laying pheromone on the path. Pheromone evaporation takes
place with time, making the longer paths less favorable to ants.
Depending on the accumulation of pheromone on the paths ants
get biased to use one path over the others. Although a handful
number of ants will always explore the longer paths which ensure
exploration of new paths throughout the searching procedure. �e
probability calculation of ants to move from one node to another is
de�ned by:

πk (r ,s ) =
τ (r ,s )αη(r ,s )β∑

uϵMk τ (r ,u)
αη(r ,u)β

Here, πk (r ,s ) is the probability to move from node r to s by ant k,
τ (r ,s ) is the amount of accumulated pheromone on that path and
η(r ,s ) is the heuristic that measures visibility of s from r . �is mean,
if s falls to the neighborhood of r and when positive, than the cost of
reaching s from r . Here,uϵMk is set of valid nodes where an ant can
go from r to s and α is the degree of importance of pheromone while
β is the degree of importance of visibility. Amount of pheromone
on a segment i, j, passed by ant k is calculated by

τ (i, j ) ← τ (i, j ) + ∆τk

Here ∆τk = Q .Lk , Lk denotes the way of measuring quality of a
solution (value of objective function). Q is a constant. A speci�c
amount of pheromone ρ is evaporated a�er an interval. Pheromone
evaporation is given as:

τi,j = (1 − ρ)τi,j
Ant colony optimization technique has been successfully used to
solve many optimization problems in the literature [4, 15, 26, 30].

5 OUR METHOD
In this section, we describe di�erent components of CycloAnt. Fig-
ure 1 shows an block diagram of the proposed algorithm. As spec-

Figure 1: Architecture of CycloAntAlgorithm

trum is generally prone to errors, our �rst step is to perform auto
convolution (details given in Section 5.1) on the given spectrum
and select a number of highest scored masses in a separate list.
�is number depends on the length of the spectrum or the peptide.
Next, the pheromone matrix is initialized and we let the ants build
peptides in a probabilistic manner using masses from former step.
Details of ant’s path building mechanism is given in Section 5.2.
�ose paths are further modi�ed using a subsequent local search
(details in Section 5.4) to achieve a be�er score. Pheromone is cal-
culated for the modi�ed peptides and stored in a global Pheromone
matrix. Pheromone is laid on each of the amino acids explored by
the ants. Pheromone evaporation also occurs at this stage to ensure
exploration by ants. �e search is guided by a set of heuristic func-
tions described in Section 5.3. List of generated peptides form local
search is compared with previous results and only highest scored
peptides are saved into a global list. �is whole procedure executes
for a number of iterations and restarted once to reach be�er region
of search space. Completion of these cycle triggers a re�nement
stage operation, where di�erent operators are applied on the best
scored peptides saved in the global list. A pseudo-code of CycloAnt
is given in Algorithm 1. Rest of this section describes details of the
components of the algorithm.

5.1 Auto Convolution
Spectral convolution was �rst proposed in [25] to �nd similarities
between two di�erent but related spectrum. In auto-convolution
[23] of a spectrum S with o�set x is de�ned as the set of masses s ∈ S
such that s−x ∈ S . In this step, we take positive di�erences between
all masses of given spectrum. �e most frequent di�erences are
stored in a list. We will refer to this list as candidateMassList in
rest of this section. In forthcoming steps, amino acids from this
list will work as building blocks for peptide generation. �is self
convolution procedure was applied and experimented by [7] and
later treated in mass spectrometry [23] as a widely used mechanism
to avoid false peaks of spectrum. An example auto-convolution
for a 8 length peptide is given in Figure 2. Selected most frequent
masses are colored in red.
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Algorithm 1: CycloAnt(spectrum)
1 candidateMassList ← autoConvolution(spectrum)
2 hiдhestScoredPeptideList={}
3 foreach epoch do
4 peptideList={}
5 initializePheromone ()

6 foreach iterations do
7 foreach ants do
8 newPeptide=constructPeptide(pheromone)
9 peptideList .add(newPeptide)
10 modi f iedList=localSearch(peptideList )
11 updatePheromone(modi f iedList )
12 updatehiдhestScoredPeptideList ()

13 re f inement (hiдhestScoredPeptideList )

Figure 2: Auto convolution of an experimental spectrum for
a peptide with length 8.

5.2 Guiding Ants
Once we have the list of amino acids from auto-convolution, we
work with ants to move forward and construct solutions. We initial-
ize a Pheromone matrix of n×l dimension, where l is the number of
mass present in candidateMassList and n is possible peptide length.
As stated earlier, it is one of the di�culties to estimate the length of
the peptide. We assume that the parent massm(P ) for a particular
peptide is the highest mass in the spectrum and thus we estimate
the sequence length n by m (P )

ξ , where ξ is the smallest mass in the
candidateMassList . �erefore, each row in the pheromone matrix
represents position of an amino-acid in the sequence and the col-
umn represents the di�erent amino-acid symbols as selected from
auto-convolution. Pheromone is stored in the cells of this matrix
that guide the ants during peptide construction. Initially all the
cells get equal pheromone value indicating each cell has got the

same chance to be selected, i.e., each amino-acid symbol has the
same chance to be selected at any position in the peptide. Ants
read pheromone accumulation data from the matrix and create a
probability list to select element for a position. As the number of
iteration grows, in�uence of pheromone matrix in making decisions
increases. In each iteration, pheromone matrix is updated accord-
ing to the score of the generated peptides following Equation 1.
Amount of pheromone to be laid on is calculated by the following
equation,

∆τk = Q .ζ k (P )

Here,Q is a constant and ζ k (P ) is the score of quality of the peptide
P generated by ant k in that iteration. �e best quality peptides will
thus increase the pheromone levels of the amino-acids used to build
that peptide. We have proposed novel heuristic function as quality
function of the peptides generated. We have deliberately skipped
considering heuristic here as score calculation of a peptide is a
complex task and will signi�cantly increase over all computational
cost of the algorithm. As repetition of amino acid is allowed and all
amino acids from candidateMassList is accepted, visibility checking
is not required here.

5.3 Heuristic Functions
We have introduced two heuristic functions in our proposed algo-
rithm. First one, BreakDownScore is employed at initial stage of
the program, during peptide generation by ants and local search.
�e second one, BreakDownScore+ is utilized at re�nement stage
to work with operators. In this section, we formally de�ne these
two heuristic functions. First of all we create two maps from any
given peptide: sub-sequence map and break-down map.

A sub-sequence map,MS (P ) is a data structure similar to hash
map, where each of the amino-acid present in the peptide P works
as a key and as values it stores a list of all the partial peptides where
that amino acid is present. Formally,

MS (P ) : A → ∆(P )

Here, A is the set of all amino-acid mass present in the peptide P
and ∆(P ) is the theoretical spectrum. For example, sub-sequence
map for peptide 99-114-113-163 is {99:[213, 326, 489], 114:[227,390],
113:[276], 163:[]}, where 213=99+114, 326=99+114+113, 489=99+
114 + 113 + 163.

�e break-down map is the opposite mapping of the sub-sequence
map. Here, mass of each partial peptide is mapped to the amino-
acids masses present in the given peptide. Formally,

MB (P ) : ∆(P ) → A

For the same peptide, break-down map is given as: {489:[99, 114,
113, 163], 390:[114, 113, 163], 326:[99, 114, 113], 276:[113, 163],
227:[114, 113], 213:[99, 114]}. Combination of break-down map and
sub-sequence map is utilized in the local search, while sub-sequence
map is utilized in calculating heuristic functions.

Now, we de�ne the �rst function BreakDownScore with the help
of sub-sequence map. BreakDownScore sums up contributions of a
small value ϵ to each of the key (amino acids) in sub-sequence map
found in the experimental spectrum and a value γ for each of the
partial peptide mass as values in the sub-sequence map found in the
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experimental spectrum. Formally,

BreakDownScore (P ) =
n∑
i=1

f (i )ϵ +

|∆(P ) |∑
j=1

д(j )γ (3)

In equation 3, f (i ) = 1 if any mass mi ∈ A ,mi ∈ S (P ), S (P ) is
the experimental spectrum, otherwise 0. Similarly, д(j ) = 1 if for
any, mi ∈ A, if there is a partial mass m(P ) ∈ ∆(P ) mapped by the
sub-sequence map andm(P ) ∈ S (P ), otherwise zero.

Likewise, BreakDownScore+ not only sums up the presence of
keys and values of the sub-sequence map in the experimental spec-
trum but also penalizes any absence or missing values. For the
missing keys (amino-acid), it subtracts a value ϵ and for the missing
values (mass of partial peptides) it subtracts another value γ .

BreakDownScore+ (P ) =
n∑
i=1

f + (i )ϵ +

|∆(P ) |∑
j=1

д+ (j )γ (4)

Here, f + (i ) = 1 if any mass mi ∈ A ,mi ∈ S (P ), S (P ) is the
experimental spectrum, otherwise −1. Similarly, д+ (j ) = 1 if for
any, mi ∈ A, if there is a partial mass m(P ) ∈ ∆(P ) mapped by the
sub-sequence map andm(P ) ∈ S (P ), otherwise −1.

5.4 Local Search
Local Search looks into the neighborhood for a be�er scored peptide
produced by ants. A local search operator mutate is implemented
to generate neighbor peptides or candidates. Mutation uses the
sub-sequence map and break-down map. �e de�nition of these
maps have already been discussed in short in Section 5.3. Mutate
retrieves key value pairs from break-down map one by one and pro-
cesses them. For any key, it further searches into the subsequence
map using the amino-acid masses stored in the value list. It now
calculates a ratio λ which is the ratio of matched partial peptide
mass from the value list of sub-sequence map with the experimental
spectrum to the total number of partial peptides in that list. If
that ratio is smaller than a threshold value th, mutate changes this
value in the original peptide by selecting from one of the υ values
from candidateMassList. �is greedy selection gives a hill-climbing
nature to the local search.

Let’s assume the �rst pair in the break-down map is 489: [99, 114,
113, 163]. Next, mutate will go to sub-sequence map and extract
values [213,326,489] for 99. �en number of matches between
spectrum S(P) and the list [213, 326, 489] is counted. If λ ≥ th,
mutate keeps 99 unchanged. Otherwise 99 will be replaced with
three random masses taken from candidateMassList. �is process
continues for each element present in key value pair 489: [99, 114,
113, 163] and then for each pair of break-down map. Pseudo-code
for the local search is described in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2: LocalSearch(peptideList )
1 modi f iedPeptideList={}
2 for i ← 1 to len(peptideList ) do
3 upDatedPeptide=mutate (peptideListi )

4 modi f iedPeptideList .add(upDatedPeptide)
5 returnmodi f iedPeptideList

5.5 Re�nement
A�er completion of peptide generation and modi�cation in ant
colony optimization and local search phase for a certain number
of epochs, a re�nement stage takes into action. Re�nement cycle
executes for a number of iterations decided by a parameter called
ϕ. At this step, local search utilizes six operators namely: swap,
transposition, mutate, fusion, �ssion and fusion+ for neighborhood
generation. All these operators except mutate were introduced a�er
observation of the peptides created in the initial greedy stage. At
re�nement phase, for each candidate peptide, local search randomly
selects an operator and applies. It accepts the resultant peptide if
it comes with a higher score than the original candidate peptide.
�e behavior is similar to that of randomized hill-climbing. Our
�rst operator, swap interchanges position of two amino acids in
a peptide. For a given peptide representation, P={m1, m2, · · · ,
mi−1,mi ,mi+1, · · · ,mj−1,mj ,mj+1,mn }, a swap of amino acids at
position i and j would transform the peptide into P ′={m1,m2, · · · ,
mi−1, mj , mi+1, · · · , mj−1, mi , mj+1, mn }. Transposition selects an
element from position i and then place it a�er another position j in
peptide. For a given peptide representation, P={m1, m2, · · · , mi−1,
mi , mi+1, · · · , mj−1, mj , mj+1, mn }, a transposition of amino acid
mass at position i a�er position j transforms it into P ′={m1, m2,
· · · ,mi−1,mi+1, · · · ,mj−1,mj ,mi ,mj+1,mn }. Fusion operator adds
the masses of two amino acids at adjacent positions when the added
value is available in candidateMassList. For a peptide representation,
P={m1, m2, · · · , mi−1, mi , mi+1, mi+2, mn }, it adds mi , mi+1 and
thus converts it into P ′={m1, m2, · · · , mi−1, (mi +mi+1), mi+2,
mn }. Fission does the opposite of fusion. It breaks a amino acids
into two to seek for improved score. Another operator fusion+,
sums up two adjacent amino acids, then tries to break that into a
combination of other valid amino acids from candidateMassList. For
a peptide, P={m1, m2, · · · , mi−1, mi , mi+1, mi+2, mn }, it adds mi
andmi+1, then break it into two new amino acidsqi andqi+1, where
{mi +mi+1=qi +qi+1}. �e resultant peptide becomes, P ′={m1,m2,
· · · ,mi−1, qi , qi+1,mi+2,mn } for fusion+.

All the operators are implemented in a greedy manner. It depends
on a parameter r for mutate, swap and transposition. Each opera-
tor selected at random is applied r times and the best among the
generated candidates are returned. For fusion, �ssion and fusion+
operators, the greediness is depended on availability of appropriate
amino acids in candidateMassList. �ey try to operate on adjacent
elements and replace those with valid amino acids. If multiple num-
bers of peptides are created, the best scored peptide is returned. At
the last step of re�nement, we have employed a reverse operator,
which reverses the whole sequence. Main objective of introducing
this operator is to ensure generation of right sequence instead of
the reverse one.

6 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we provide the details of the implementation of
our algorithm, dataset for testing and experiments with results and
analysis.

6.1 Implementation
Total four algorithms including CycloAnt have been implemented
in python to test and compare performance. �e �rst algorithm is
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our proposed algorithm CycloAnt, a combination of ant colony op-
timization and local search. Second algorithm is bare ant colony op-
timization without any local neighborhood search. �ird algorithm
implements local search with re�nement cycle. Fourth algorithm
applies branch and bound as described in [21]. We created a batch
script to execute each of the above algorithms �ve times for a given
peptide. As score de�ned in Equation 1 is the only way to compare
the quality of produced peptides, we calculated cyclo score of all
end peptides to create a common platform of comparison among al-
gorithms. For CycloAnt, the parameters of the algorithm are given
in Table 1. Among other parameters, iteration number depends on
the length of the peptide ranging from 1000-2500 and the re�ne-
ment stage iteration ϕ is in the range of 100 − 200 depending on
the length of the peptide. �e details of our implementation can be
accessed at h�ps://github.com/sb689/CyclonAnt2.

epoch Q ϵ γ r th ϕ

2 0.1 1 2 5 2/3 100-200

Table 1: Parameters on CycloAntAlgorithm

6.2 Datasets
Peptide sequences to test CycloAnt are collected from [5] and used
to generate theoretical spectrum. We acquired sequences of Axi-
nastatin 5, Gramicidin S, Tyrocidine A, Gratisin, Mycobacillin from
Norine database. A 15 length peptide was randomly generated
to test algorithm’s behavior for longer peptide. For each of these
peptides, we created an ideal theoretical spectrum, termed them
as original spectrum. �is is our noiseless dataset. In reality, mass
spectrums are far from being accurate and remain noisy. Missing
peaks is a well known noise [1, 18], which makes data analysis from
mass spectrums very complex. To add noise to the spectrum, we
randomly deleted 10% and 25% data from the noiseless dataset. �is
process ful�lled the requirement of creating two deviated dataset
for test purpose. All the peptides and length of the sequences are
added in result tables.

6.3 Environment
All experiments were performed on a laptop computer. Hardware
speci�cation of the machine was - Intel(R) Core(TM)i5-2450M CPU
@2.50 GHz,4.00 GB Ram(2.94 GB usable), Operating system- Win-
dows7 Ultimate(32 bit). For python development, we worked with
Anaconda3-4.1.1-Windows-x86 and atom editor, version - 1.13.0
ia32.

6.4 Results
�e results of the experiment are reported in Table 2 and Table 3.
Each of these table has three parts, each part showing the results of
the spectrum for one dataset as discussed in section 6.2. From the
�ve independent runs, we report best and average score achieved
by each of the four algorithms. �e �rst part of the tables contain
results for noiseless spectrum. Results from noisy spectrum are
given in second part and third part of Table 2 and Table 3.

For table 2, algorithms were executed for same number of iter-
ations. Best score, average score of experimented peptides from
four di�erent algorithms’ are shared. A column to express number
of correct peptide generation among 5 runs is also added denoted
as match. Table 3 describes the result of same experiments with
a di�erence that, algorithms were executed for equal number of
�tness evaluation instead of equal number of iterations.

Figure 3: convergence graph.

6.5 Analysis
What we can observe from Table 2 is, CycloAnt has always pro-
duced be�er result than bare aco and local search. �erefore, the
main competition exists between Branch and bound and CycloAnt.
Branch and bound (BnB) algorithm works perfectly for original
theoretical spectrum although the scenario changes as distortion
in spectrum rises. For 10% distorted spectrum, BnB is not able to
generate right sequence for the peptide Gramicidine S for a single
time out of 5 runs. On the contrary, CycloAnt produced correct
sequence for all given peptides. In case of 25% deviated spectrum,
BnB’s performance decline signi�cantly. Apart from Gratisin and
Tyrocidine A, all other sequences are wrong. A further investigation
reveals that BnB is able to generate correct sequence in reverse
order for length 13 and length 15 peptides which resulted in same
cyclo score as CycloAnt’s but match score to 0. For 25% distorted
spectrum of Axinastatin5 (8 length peptide), BnB generates the out-
put sequence as 113-97-97-163-196-113-113, whereas the original
sequence is 113-97-97-163-99-97-113-113. As masses 210, 260, 339,
553, 666 get deleted from theoretical spectrum in a random manner,
BnB is not able to di�erentiate between amino acid mass 196 and
99-97. But di�erent operators of CycloAnt can handle the same
scenario perfectly and return the correct peptide. Same situation
occurs for Gramicidin S in case of 10% and 25% distorted spectrum.

In table 3, performance of algorithms almost stays same with a
slight improvement in case of local search and aco. Despite of the
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Peptide info Our algorithm ACO Local search BnB
sl no name size best avg match best avg match best avg match best avg match

1 Axinastatin5 8 58 58 5 58 49.6 2 58 44.6 1 58 58 5
2 GramicidinS 10 92 92 5 92 75.6 1 92 78.8 3 92 92 5
3 TyrocidineA 10 92 92 5 74 64.4 0 92 57.8 2 92 92 5
4 Gratisin 12 134 134 5 102 81.2 0 134 121.4 4 134 134 5
5 Mycobacillin 13 158 158 5 104 94.8 0 158 104 2 158 158 5

6
random generated

peptide
15 212 202.4 3 92 78.4 0 212 173.6 2 212 212 5

10% distorted spectrum
7 Axinastatin5 8 53 53 5 53 42.6 1 53 32.8 1 53 53 5
8 GramicidinS 10 83 83 5 83 60.6 1 83 67.4 3 68 68 0
9 TyrocidineA 10 83 83 5 68 57.4 0 83 70.8 2 83 83 5
10 Gratisin 12 121 121 5 121 90.6 1 121 109 4 121 121 5
11 Mycobacillin 13 143 143 5 101 89.8 0 143 105.2 3 143 143 5

12
random generated

peptide
15 191 181 4 111 92.2 0 127 82.4 0 191 191 5

25% distorted spectrum
13 Axinastatin5 8 44 44 5 35 32.8 0 44 39.6 3 39 39 0
14 GramicidinS 10 69 69 5 57 49.2 0 69 49.6 2 60 60 0
15 TyrocidineA 10 69 67 4 69 42.4 1 37 32.6 0 69 69 5
16 Gratisin 12 101 101 5 92 72.2 0 101 83.8 2 101 101 5
17 Mycobacillin 13 119 119 5 119 85.4 1 119 105.8 3 119 119 0

18
random generated

peptide
15 160 160 5 63 56.6 0 160 83.4 1 160 160 0

Table 2: Results achieved by four di�erent algorithms for di�erent datasets based on equal iteration number in each algorithm.

Peptide info Our algorithm ACO Local search BnB
sl no name size best avg match best avg match best avg match best avg match

1 Axinastatin5 8 58 58 5 58 55.6 4 58 47 3 58 58 5
2 GramicidinS 10 92 92 5 92 75.6 1 92 92 5 92 92 5
3 TyrocidineA 10 92 92 5 62 58.4 0 92 74 3 92 92 5
4 Gratisin 12 134 134 5 98 80 0 134 127.6 4 134 134 5
5 Mycobacillin 13 158 158 5 122 102.8 0 134 77.8 0 158 158 5

6
random generated

peptide
15 212 206.4 4 106 95.2 0 212 193.6 3 212 212 5

10% distorted spectrum
7 Axinastatin5 8 53 53 5 53 53 5 53 45 2 53 53 5
8 GramicidinS 10 83 83 5 69 64 0 83 83 5 68 68 0
9 TyrocidineA 10 83 83 5 58 54.6 0 83 61.8 2 83 83 5
10 Gratisin 12 121 121 5 101 94.4 0 121 115.2 4 121 121 5
11 Mycobacillin 13 143 143 5 128 108.4 0 143 88.4 2 143 143 5

12
random generated

peptide
15 191 178.8 3 113 98.2 0 191 146.8 2 191 191 5

25% distorted spectrum
13 Axinastatin5 8 44 44 5 35 29.6 0 44 30 1 39 39 0
14 GramicidinS 10 69 69 5 62 52.2 0 69 50.8 3 60 60 0
15 TyrocidineA 10 69 69 5 60 44.8 0 69 62.2 3 69 69 5
16 Gratisin 12 101 101 5 86 71.2 0 101 86 3 101 101 5
17 Mycobacillin 13 119 119 5 119 75.4 1 119 81.2 2 119 119 0

18
random generated

peptide
15 160 141.2 2 71 64.6 0 130 84.4 0 160 160 0

Table 3: Results achieved by four di�erent algorithms for di�erent datasets based on equal �tness evaluation number in each algorithm.
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improvement, local search and aco is not in a state to compete with
CycloAnt.

To �nd the convergence rate among CycloAnt, local search and
ant colony optimization technique, we have prepared a convergence
graph from their result set. Branch and bound algorithm has been
kept out of this experiment, as its base mechanism is quite di�erent
than that of other three. We executed each of the algorithms 5
times for length 10 peptide and recorded their global best score
at a speci�c interval of �tness evaluation count. Average score
from 5 runs are calculated and plo�ed against Fitness evaluation in
graph 3. �e graph clearly shows convergence rate of CycloAnt is
be�er than that of aco and local search.

We performed statistical Wilcoxon rank sum test for independent
samples from CycloAnt and Branch and bound algorithm with 95%
level of signi�cance to verify di�erence in performance. In case of
deviated spectrum, performance di�ered signi�cantly.

7 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented CycloAnt, a hybrid ant colony
optimization algorithm that uses ants to construct solutions for de
novo cyclic peptide sequencing problem from a noisy experimental
spectrum. Our algorithm uses a subsequent local search a�er each
ant constructs a solution. �e algorithm is guided by two novel
heuristic function and a novel set of operators for the local search
part. On standard benchmark sets of data, CycloAnt signi�cantly
improves the results achieved by state-of-the-art algorithms. One
of the limitations of this work is not considering the presence of
fragment masses for the ion types and false peaks. In a future work,
we would like to extend our method to incorporate that. We would
also like to develop a web based stand-alone application or tool so
that this method can be used online by the researchers working in
Proteomics.
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